
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual Year Group Plans 

History 2020-2021 
 



Intent 
In History we aim to ensure long term learning and progression is taking place from EYFS to Y6, most history topics will follow a structure that enables meaningful 

comparison across a number of themes to help the children build a clear narrative of events, civilisations and societies both locally, nationally and internationally. 

The themes that this structure will follow are: 

● Family Life 
● Beliefs 
● Society 
● Inventions 
● Significant events 
● Significant People 

 

To further deepen and embed the understanding of these themes, each year group will carry-out an in depth local history study which has been chosen to reflect the 

themes and to represent the events that are specific to the local area and the history of Leeds. 

Strong links are also made to class novels and books as we believe that books set in historical periods provide and excellent grounding and context for children’s 

understanding of their learning. These links are especially clear when giving a context to the chosen vocabulary which has been identified within each area of study.  Chosen 

vocabulary follows three main categories; vocabulary demonstrating the passing of time e.g. today, yesterday, decade, chronology; vocabulary demonstrating the study of 

history e.g. evidence, artefacts and vocabulary which is topic specific e.g. democracy, empire. 

EYFS 

At all stages, we aim to link the curriculum studied to previous content and concepts. In EYFS the children will start to understand and learn that the passing of time leads to 

change and that they themselves are a part of this.  

KS1 

In KS1, children will study significant events and individuals. These events and individuals have been chosen to build on historical events within the child’s living memory to 

events that have happened in the recent past and gradually, in Yr2 to events beyond living memory. 

KS2  

Throughout KS2, topics have been chosen to fit as chronologically soundly as possible. The British elements of the curriculum are structured chronologically as to reinforce 

the order of history as it has been learned, thereby allowing the children to study, continuity and changes in British History. For international topics, they have been placed 

according to their relationships with topic. Each KS2 topic will include the previously mentioned themes that allow direct comparisons to one another and allow for the 

development of a clear narrative of continuity, change, cause and effect.  



Implementation 
The curriculum is led and overseen by the History lead. Alongside senior leaders the History lead will oversee a programme of monitoring, evaluation and review and the 

celebration of good practice will contribute to the ongoing commitment to evolve and improve further.  

The following principles and practices underpin the implementation of the History curriculum at Coop Academy Brownhill. 

●  Children are taught a sequence of skills and knowledge built around common themes enabling strong and relevant links to be made to previous learning. 

These will be referred to in lessons to develop schemes in the long-term memory. E.g. you have learnt about the Romans. What did the Romans believe? 

How does this differ from what the Anglo Saxons believed? Why? 

●  The use of knowledge organisers are to aid teachers in planning the knowledge and skills and children and parents understanding the expectations by the 

end of the unit.   

●  Class books/novels are used effectively to strengthen pupils understanding of historical periods and historical language/ vocabulary. 

● Whole school timelines will be used, displayed and referred to in the teaching of every unit to ensure all pupils have a chronological Understanding. 

● High quality visits and visitors are planned to give meaning and context to knowledge that they have learnt.  

● The understanding of change cause and consequence will be developed through each unit by placing an emphasis on historical enquiry and encouraging 

them to have their own interpretation of history, through the study of artefacts and primary/secondary sources. 

●  Tier 2 and 3 vocabulary is taught within the unit and reinforced throughout the year.  

● Where possible links are made to other curriculum areas ensuring that we allow for repetition of learning in a variety of contexts.   

 The cooperative values and ways of being, British values and PHSE are threaded through the History curriculum to link history to their lives and explore their heritage and 

cultural capital.  

 

 

 



Impact 
● Children will become increasingly critical and analytical within their thinking. Making informed and balanced judgements based on their knowledge of the past.  

● Children will have a sound knowledge of important historical events, people and cultures.  

● Children will build an increasing understanding of historical terminology and language.  

● Children will become increasingly aware of how historical events have shaped the world that they currently live in.  

● They will also have a further understanding of History on a local level and on a small-scale.   

● Children will develop enquiry skills to pursue their own interests within a topic and further questioning.  

● Where applicable, children will have encountered or participated in high-quality visits/visitors to further appreciate the impact of History.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



History Skills and Knowledge Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



History Overview 
 HT1 HT2 HT3 HT4 HT5 HT6 

Nursery Family life and beliefs 
of people around us 

   Family life, beliefs and 
people around us 
(similarities and 
differences and 

changes 
over time) 

 

Reception Family life and 
society 

   Family life, beliefs and 
society 

How different 
places/environments 

differ 
from one another 

 

Year 1 Houses through time 
in Harehills:  a local 

study 

 Queen Victoria and 
Queen Elizabeth II 

   First Flight: 
History of Aeroplanes 

and  

Year 2  The Titanic.  The history of games 
and toys: A local 

study. 

  Florence Nightingale.  

Year 3  Stone Age  Ancient Greeks  History of Leeds 
Liverpool canal A 

local study.  

Year 4 Romans   Anglo Saxons  Vikings 
 
 

 

Year 5 Schooling in Leeds - 
Now 

and Then: A local 
study 

 Ancient Egypt   Victorians. 

Year 6 World War 2  The Mayans  History of Industry in 
Leeds: A local Study 

 



Reception 

 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
First, next, then, last, last week, next week. month- January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, December. 
Old, young, tomorrow, in the past, begin, start, after that, grow, weekday, weekend 
Seasons- Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Generations, mum, dad, brother, sister, grandparents, born, age, growing up, change, same, different, time 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Sequence, routine, order, daily, every day, special, religion, religious events, Eid, Christmas, Easter, Diwali,  clothing, hair colour, skin  colour, eye colour, traditions, paramedic, police, vet, 
teacher, doctor, nurse, firefighter, helping, occupation, job 

 
 

 

 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I enjoy joining in and talking about what my family do on a daily basis and what special events have happened or are going to happen.  
(P+C 40-60months) 

• I know and can talk about any similarities and differences between myself and others and among other family members. (P+C ELG) 

• I can talk about the different generations in my family and how they differ and how they have changed i.e. grandma has different colour hair now to when she was at school etc.  
Beliefs 

• I know and can talk about any similarities and differences between my community and different traditions i.e. different religious beliefs or festivals/celebrations. (P+C ELG) 

• I can talk about the different clothes people wear from different traditions/cultures. (P+C 40-60months) 
Society 

• I can talk about different occupations and why different jobs are needed i.e. we need a paramedic if we are badly injured or a fireman if there is a fire etc. (P+C 40-60months) 

• I understand and can talk about how in our community people speak different languages, look and dress differently and go to different places of worship. (P+C ELG) 



Year 1 – Local History (Houses and Homes) 
Timeline 

1840s  1920s 1930s 1960s 1980s 2013 

Houses, schools and shops 
begin to be built in 

Harehills.   

The last back-to-back 
houses in Harehills were 

built.  

Newer houses in Harehills 
were built  

Tower blocks begin to be 
built in Harehills.  

Banstead park was 
constructed and opened.  

Some children in year 1 
were born.  

 
Vocabulary 

PASSING OF TIME  
year, the present, the past, the future, long ago, old, new, year, century, modern, long ago 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Why, when, where, how, historians, local 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Back-to-back, terrace, tower block, furniture, bricks, factory, street, electricity. 

Key Knowledge 

• I know that houses started to be built in Harehills in the 1840s when many people moved to Leeds to work in factories such as factories that produced textiles in Harehills. People 
also worked in coalmines near Harehills. The Burton’s factory close to the back-to-back houses in Harehills was the biggest clothing factory in the world.  

• I know that most of the first houses built in Harehills were back-to-back terraced houses made of bricks. I know that many of these homes did not have a bathroom inside and 
people had to share a toilet and water pump on their street.  

• I know that the back-to-back houses in Harehills are historically important as there are not many back-to-back terraces left in the world and nearly every street looks different to 
one another.  

• I know that the first houses in Harehills did not have electricity or lights and people did not have many possessions such as toys and clothes. They did not have items such as a 
television, tablet or phone.  

• I know that many people lived in Harehills at the start of the 20th century. At the end of the 19th century, it was one of the most densely populated areas of Europe.  

• I know that people started to have a bathroom in their own home and electricity after Queen Victoria died (link to previous history topic).  

• I know that people in Harehills in Victorian times had access to some shops, Harehills Park, St James’ Hospital and schools such as Brownhill Primary school. People would get to 
the city centre using trams, which were pulled by horses.  

• From the 1930s, newer houses were built near where Brownhill is located. These had electricity and indoor bathrooms and some had gardens unlike the back-to-back houses.  

• I know that during the 1960s, many tower blocks were built around Harehills and some back-to-back houses were demolished. These tower blocks had bathrooms and electricity. 
In the 1980s some more back-to-back houses were demolished and Banstead Park opened in Harehills in 1983.  

• Since the 1950s many homes have telephones, televisions and computers. Children have a much wider range of toys to choose to play with.   

• I know that furniture inside the home has changed over time.  

• I know that I can find out about how the houses in Harehills have changed over time by looking at sources such as photographs of Harehills in the past, old maps and listening to 
people who have lived in the area.  

• I can ask relevant questions which will help me investigate how houses have changed in Harehills.  



Year 1 – Significant Event (First Flight) 
Timeline 

1903 1909 1919 1950 

First flight in America  First flight in Yorkshire  Airport started at Roundhay park  Family flying became common  

 
Vocabulary 

PASSING OF TIME  
year, the present, the past, the future, long ago, old, new, year, century, modern, long ago,  
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Why, when, where, historians, local.  
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Aeroplane, material, invention, photograph, factory,  
 

 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I know that family flight did not become popular until 1950’s 
Society 

• I know that initially only the very wealthiest in society could afford to fly on an aeroplane. 
Inventions 

• I can describe why the invention of the aeroplane is important, that subsequent aeroplanes have been invented, and how they are different to the first aeroplanes. 
Significant Events 

• I know that the first sustained controlled flight on an aeroplane took place in December 1903 in the United States. 

• I know that the first flight in England was in 1909 and in 1909 Robert Blackburn flew a plane in Filey, Yorkshire,  

• I know that Leeds was the home of the first scheduled air service in Britain between Leeds and Bradford. 
Significant People 

• I know that the Wright brothers invented the first aeroplane and flew the first sustained flight on December 17th 1903.  

• I know that Robert Blackburn owned one of the U.K’s first aeroplane factories in Leeds and Hull and operated flights from Roundhay Park to Bradford, London and Amsterdam.  
 



Year 1 – Significant People (Queen Victoria and Elizabeth) 

 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I know that Queen Victoria was an only child who was taught at home instead of going to school.  

• Queen Elizabeth had one sister and was taught at home.  

• Both queens lived most of their lives in Buckingham Palace. Queen Victoria spent most holidays on the Isle of Wight. Queen Elizabeth has travelled all over the world.  
Society 

• I know that Queen Victoria and Queen Elizabeth were much richer than the rest of the population and could afford to have many possessions and do many things ordinary people 
would not have done.  

Inventions 

• I know that queen Victoria played with dolls and a dollhouse which were modern inventions at the time.  

• I know that queen Elizabeth played with teddy bears, snakes and ladders and crayons which were new inventions at the time.  
Significant Events 

• I know that queen Victoria was born in 1838 and she became queen when she was only 21. She got married to Prince Albert when she was 21.  

• I know that Queen Victoria had nine children.  

• Queen Victoria became the most important ruler in the world when she was Queen.  

• School became compulsory in 1876 for children aged 5-10 years old.  

• Queen Elizabeth was born in 1926. She married prince Philip of Greece in 1947. She became queen when she was 25 in 1953. She became the world’s oldest and longest serving 
queen in 2017 when we celebrated her sapphire jubilee. Queen Elizabeth has four children.  

Significant People 

• I know that Queen Victoria was one of the most powerful rulers in British history and ruled over a quarter of the world.  

• I know that Queen Elizabeth is the world’s longest serving monarch and has ruled over many changes in British society including changes in technology, transport and toys.  
 

Timeline 

1819 1838 1840 1870 1901 1926 1947 1953 2017 

Birth of Queen 
Victoria  

Coronation of 
Queen Victoria 

Queen Victoria 
marries Prince 

Albert.  
First child 

(Victoria) was 
born.  

School made 
compulsory for all 

pupils.  

Queen Victoria 
dies.  

Queen Elizabeth II 
born.  

Queen Elizabeth 
married prince 

Philip of Greece.  

Queen Elizabeth II 
coroneted.   

Queen Elizabeth II 
becomes Britain’s 

longest serving 
monarch.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
year, the present, the past, the future, long ago, old, new, year, century, modern, long ago,  
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Why, when, where, historians, local.  
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Royal, royalty, queen, ruled, monarch, rich, poor, palace, coronation,  



Year 2 – Local History (Games) 
Timeline 

      

      

 
Vocabulary 

PASSING OF TIME  
Past, present, older, newer, long ago, years, decades, centuries, recently, chronology, historian 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Waddington’s, World War 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Board game, card game, Monopoly, Cludeo, Leeds, factory, technology 

 

 

Key Knowledge 

• I know what a board game is; I can name board games that I have played in school and at home. 

• I know what a card game is; I can name card games that I have played in school and at home. 

• I know that Waddington’s was a publisher of board games and card games and their factory was in Leeds. 

• I can tell you some of the Waddington’s games that I play or have played, e.g. monopoly and cludeo.  

• I know that Waddington’s started making games in 1922, this was just after World War 1.  

• I can discuss why games were important to society after ww1, but I can also discuss why I think games are important now.  

• I know that MI9 had the company create a special edition of Monopoly for World War II prisoners of war held by the Germans. Hidden inside these games were maps, compasses, 
real money and other objects useful for escaping. They were distributed to prisoners by fake charitable organisations. I can discuss why this was important; and how this impacted 
on society now. 

• I can investigate which games were played by my grandparents and parents and compare them to which games are played now.  

• I can enquire why games have changed now and why Waddington’s no longer exists in Leeds (emphasis on moving to technology since the internet). 

• I can compare the monopoly that was first created to the monopoly editions that are available now.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prisoner_of_war


Year 2 – Significant Event (Titanic) 
Timeline 

    

    

 
Vocabulary 

PASSING OF TIME  
Past, present, older, newer, long ago, years, decades, centuries, recently, chronology, historian 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Titanic 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Society, class, first/second/third class, citizen, Edwardian, occupation, modern, ticket, funnel, furnaces, coal, ship/boat/lifeboat, deck 

 

Key Knowledge 

Society 

• I understand that people were travelling for lots of different reasons. Businessmen needed to make important deals, holidaymakers travelled for leisure and some people just 
wanted to experience life on board the world's biggest and most luxurious ship. A lot of families were travelling to make a better life for themselves in America. 

• When on board the Titanic, I understand there was a first, second and third class; I can begin to explain these differences. I can begin to categorise who travelled in which class. 

• I can give reasons as to why having a ticket was a status in society; a third class ticket cost around £7 in 1912 which is nearly £800 in today's money. A second class ticket cost 
around £13 or nearly £1500 today and a first class ticket would have set you back a minimum of £30 or more than £3300 today. I can give examples of modern day relations and 
relation to my current life (e.g. having the best trainers for PE is a status symbol). 

Inventions 

• I know that Titanic was the biggest and most luxurious passenger ship and I can give examples of why this is, for  example, being 269 metres long, 28 metres wide and more than 
53 meters tall. 

• I can describe some features of the Titanic; it had ten decks, three engines and its furnaces burnt through over 600 tonnes of coal. 175 'firemen' shovelled the coal by hand and 
worked in shifts 24 hours a day. Although Titanic had four funnels, only three were functional - the fourth one was just for show. 

• I can give reasons as to why the Titanic was such an important invention in history such as that the Titanic's construction cost was £1.5 million, which is around £170 million in 
today's money. It took around three years to build. 

Significant Events 

• I can explain why the Titanic hitting an iceberg is a significant event; I can explain how this was not only a ship crashing, but also the prevention of many people living out their 
‘American dream’. I can explain how, after the hype of such a luxurious boat that after it had crashed this could impact on society.  

• I can give reasons as to why ‘women and children’ were allowed off the boat first and can discuss my opinion about how this portrayed society then. 
 



Year 2 – Significant People (Florence Nightingale) 

Timeline 

         

         

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 
● Florence Nightingale had a rich family.  
● As a child, Florence would often try to take care of pets that she had that were sick – she thought this was the beginning of her calling from God to be a nurse. 

Society 
● I can explain that Florence Nightingale lived in Victorian times, when my parents and grandparents would still not have been born, and how we call this period in time ‘Victorian’ 

after the queen at the time – Queen Victoria. 
● I know that Florence Nightingale was born into a wealthy family.  
● In society in Victorian times, girls in the family were expected to do nothing – she was not expected to have an education, but her father taught her at home.  
● Due to her having an education, it was considered unsuitable for her to be a nurse and her family were against the idea, even though Florence believed it was her calling from 

God.  
Significant People 

● I can look at paintings of Florence Nightingale and discuss what job she may have and whether this is in the past or the present. 
● I can look at images of Florence Nightingale in the hospital in Scutari and discuss whether this supports my ideas about when Florence Nightingale lived.  
● I can listen to a voice recording to gather more information to create a picture of who Florence Nightingale was and discuss further whether this was in the past or in the present.  

Play voice recording for children of Florence Nightingale’s voice - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ax3B4gRQNU4  
● I can give examples of how Florence Nightingale improved the lives of the soldiers when she arrived in the Crimea. I can compare a hospital prior to Florence Nightingale and a 

hospital after Florence Nightingale’s influence and describe the changes that has happened. I can discuss why these changes are significant, making links between how better 
hygiene improves health.  

● I can give examples of how Florence Nightingale has impacted on current day hospitals, including improvements in hygiene, prevention of germ spreading and how this impacts 
overall survival.  

● I can explain how Florence cleaned up the hospital and what she got rid of e.g. rats  
● I can discuss why it is important to keep hospitals clean, and explain how bacteria and infections are found where there is dirt  
● I can discuss how Florence got rid of rotten food and dirty drinking water 
● I can explain why  our bodies need vitamins, minerals and energy from good food to heal and to fight disease so it is important that sick people have fresh, nutritious food 
● I know  Florence brought in things to improve the hospital e.g. beds  
● I can explain why getting rid of rats, getting beds, getting fresh food and clean drinking water improves hygiene and therefore survival rates.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● I can explain how the impact of Florence Nightingale impacted the start of the NHS and how this has impacted my own life. 
 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
Past, present, older, newer, long ago, years, decades, centuries, recently, chronology, historian 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Florence Nightingale, Crimean War 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Nurse, hospital, Crimean, period, queen, Victorian, education, calling, wealthy, society, improvements, hygiene, germs/bacteria, survival, infection, NHS, Scutari  



Year 3 – Local History (Leeds Liverpool Canal) 
Timeline 

      

      

 
Vocabulary 

PASSING OF TIME  
chronological order, era, B.C./A.D., millennium, thousands of years 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Archaeology, sources, artefacts, impact, change, effect, first hand evidence, second hand evidence, this suggests 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Locks, navvies, barge, short boat, engineer, trade, industry, Industrial Revolution, industrialist, cargo, textiles, mill, picks, shovels, Victorian, fleece 

Key Knowledge 

• I know that the Leeds and Liverpool canal was built in the 18th Century because northern trade and industry had developed and there was the need to connect the industrial of 
towns of Yorkshire and Lancashire to the Port of Liverpool and America. 

• I know that the opening of the Leeds and Liverpool canal encouraged the development of textile industries and played a key role in the industrial revolution. 

• I know that Benjamin Gott was a leading figure in the Industrial Revolution and his factory in Armley Mills was once the biggest in the world. 

• I know that there were many problems when building the canal because it had to cross the high Pennine hills and nobody had ever done that before. 

• I know that the Leeds and Liverpool canal had to be built in stages and took 46 years to complete. 

• I know that John Longbotham was the first engineer to be chosen to work on the canal. 

• I know that the engineers had to solve difficult problems such as how to get the boats up and down steep hills and how to tunnel through hard rock. 

• I know that ‘navvies’ were recruited to dig the canals and the work was done with only picks and shovels. 

• I know that the boats that carried cargo on the Leeds and Liverpool canal were called ‘short boats’. 

• I know that the Bingley Five Rise Locks were designed to get boats up and down the steep valley of the River Aire. 

• I can explain how the Bingley Five Rise Locks worked. 

• I know that the canal boats were pulled by horses because they could pull 
50 times more weight in a boat, than it could on a road. 

• I know that the last horse to work on the Leeds and Liverpool canal, only retired in 1960. 

• I know that the canal was vital for transporting coal and manufactured goods to the ports of Liverpool and Hull where it was transferred from barges to ships and sent abroad. 

• I know that the canal was also used to transport local goods such as cheese and treacle to towns along its route. 

• I know that Sir Titus Salt, the Victorian industrialist built his textile mills on the Leeds and Liverpool canals so that his cloth and fleece could be loaded and unloaded straight from 
the boat. 

• I know that the due to the introduction of natural gas and the closure of coal mines, the need for the Leeds and Liverpool canal to transport coal began to decline. 

• I know that the Leeds and Liverpool canal is still being used today for boating excursions. 



Year 3 – Ancient Greeks 
Event Timeline 

B.C 776 B.C 750 B.C 600 B.C 508 B.C 490 B.C 472 B.C 432 B.C 336 B.C 146 B.C 

Minoan 
Civilization 
begins on 

Crete. 

The First 
Olympic 
Games 

The first Greek 
alphabet 
created. 

The first Greek 
coins are used. 

Democracy 
first used in 

Athens. 

The Greeks defeat 
the Persians in The 

Battle of 
Marathon. 

Greek theatres 
become 

popular in 
Athens. 

The Parthenon is 
finished in Athens. 

Alexander the 
Great takes rule 

of Greece. 

Greece falls 
under the rule 
of the Roman 

Empire 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I know what it was like to live in both a rich and poor Ancient Greek family. 

• I know what Ancient Greek homes were like. 
Beliefs 

• I know the Ancient Greeks believed in Gods and Goddesses who controlled every part of their life. 

• I know the Gods helped them to understand the world about them. 

• I know that the Greeks believed that it was important to please the gods; happy gods helped you, unhappy gods punished you. 
Society 

• I can compare life in the city states of Athens and Sparta (Democracy v oligarchy). 

• I know that the Greeks developed democracy because the ordinary people were fed up of the rich having all the power about what went on in Athens. This formed the basis of 
modern democracy which is practised worldwide today. 

• I know men and women led different lives in Athens. 

• I know the Ancient Greeks had slaves. 
Inventions 

• I know the Ancient Greeks invented The Olympics as a religious festival to honour Zeus. 

• I know the Ancient Greeks invented Theatre to honour the Gods through singing and performances. 

• I know that philosophy was invented by the Greeks because lots of Greek thinkers wanted to find reasons and evidence for the things that happened around them, instead of just 
basing it all on religion. Today’s study of science, astronomy, politics and maths, all have roots in Greek philosophy. 

• I know that the Greeks developed columns and pillars on their buildings as this allowed their buildings to be taller and stronger. They were also designed to please the gods. Most 
buildings now have supporting columns or pillars and allow us to build much stronger and taller buildings with heavier, hard-wearing materials 

Significant Events 

• I know the importance of the Olympic Games to the Ancient Greeks. 

• I can compare the Ancient and Modern Olympic Games. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

• I know The Battle of Marathon was important to the Ancient Greeks because it showed strategy over strength. 
Significant People 

• I know about Alexander the Great’s achievements. 
 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
chronological order, era, B.C./A.D., millennium, thousands of years 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Archaeology, sources, artefacts, impact, change, effect, first hand evidence, second hand evidence, this suggests… 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Democracy, oligarchy, city state, citizen, Olympic Games, slaves, invasion, strategy, Marathon, hoplite, Phalanx, theatre, tragedy / comedy, courtyard, mythology, amphitheatre 



Year 3 – Stone Age to Iron Age 

Event Timeline 

2000000BC 70000BC 13000BC 4050-3050BC 2500BC 2500BC 2000BC 800BC 800-700BC 43AD 

The Stone Age 
began 

 

Early man 
arrived in 

Britain 
 

Cave paintings 
were made. 

Farming began 
to spread. 

The Bronze 
Age  

begins 

The Bell Beaker 
people started to 
arrive in Britain. 

Stonehenge 
was 

completed 

The Iron Age 
begins 

The first 
hillforts were 

built. 

Roman 
Invasion 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I know that Early Stone Age people were Hunter-Gatherers and travelled around with their family, following food sources. 

• I know that the women mainly gathered whilst the men hunted. 

• I know that Stone Age people lived in different types of housing throughout the Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age, due to the development of tools and materials. 
Beliefs  

• I know that early humans developed religious beliefs to help explain the world around them. 
Society 

• I know that Stone Age Man created cave paintings to communicate with each other. This meant that people could entertain themselves, communicate with each other visually 
and now we know more about prehistoric people because of these paintings 

• I know that by the end of the Stone Age, people began farming to make collecting food safer and easier. This meant that people stayed in one place and began to form larger 
communities. 

• I know that the Beaker people arrive in Britain in 2500BC bringing new ways to the Stone Age people. 

• I know that people became more powerful in society during the Bronze Age because farmers used better techniques to grow food and they made more valuable, decorative 
ornaments from the bronze. This resulted in communities developing leaders and the idea of rich and poor began to grow. 

• I know that during the Iron Age, hillforts were popularised because of potential threats from unfriendly communities. This meant that communities became safer and enemies 
needed to find new strategies to defeat them. 

Inventions 

• I know that humans recognised the potential of fire and how it could help them, so they invented ways of creating and maintaining fire. This meant that people could keep warm, 
scare off animals, cook food, make better tools and weapons and see at night, which changed our behavioural patterns. 

Significant Events 

• I know that the Stone Age was made up of three main areas. The Palaeolithic, the Mesolithic and the Neolithic era. 

• I know that in the Paleolithic era the first humans began using tools to bash, scrape and cut, this brought about the beginning of human history. 

• I know that the Mesolithic era began when the temperature of the Earth warmed, ending the last Ice Age. 

• I know that the Mesolithic era ended when Stone Age man began using better farming methods and stopped hunter-gathering. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

• I know that at the end of the Neolithic era, bronze was discovered which brought about the beginning of the Bronze Age. 

• I know that in the Bronze Age people used bronze for tools and weapons and this meant that they had much stronger tools and weapons. 

• I know that the Bronze Age ended when iron was discovered, this brought the beginning of the Iron Age. 

• I know that the Iron Age ended when the Romans invaded Britain. 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
chronological order, era, B.C./A.D., millennium, thousands of years 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Archaeology, sources, artefacts, impact, change, effect, first hand evidence, second hand evidence, this suggests… 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Palaeolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic, Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age, prehistory, hunter-gatherer, nomad, roundhouse, wattle and daub, cave paintings, hillfort, pelt, flint, flint knapping, 
skinning, scraping, grindstone, smelting, Stonehenge, Skara Brae, arrow head, hand axe, spears, tribe, communities 



Year 4 – Anglo-Saxons 
Event Timeline 

AD410 AD449-550 AD450 AD556 AD597 AD617 AD779 AD793 AD886-899 1066 

The 
Romans 

left 
Britain 

The Anglo-Saxons settled 
in Britain. 

The Jutes came from 
Jutland. The Angles came 
from South Denmark. The 

Saxons came from 
Germany. 

The Saxons 
from 

Germany 
settle in 

Kent 

The seven 
kingdoms are 
created across 

Britain. 

St Augustine 
brings 
Christianity from 
Rome. He 
becomes the 
Archbishop of 
Canterbury. 

Northumbria 
becomes the 

Supreme 
Kingdom. 

Mercia 
becomes the 

Supreme 
Kingdom. 

Lindisfarne 
raid by the 

Vikings. 

Alfred the 
Great King of 

the Anglo-
Saxons 

King Harold the last 
Anglo-Saxon king is 

killed during the Battle 
of Hastings 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I know the Anglo-Saxons abandoned the Roman housing. They preferred using wood over stone as stone was heavy and difficult to shape. Wooden buildings were built across 
Britain and used until the Norman period. 

• I know the Anglo-Saxons didn’t like the Roman way of life, they were farmers so they moved into the countryside. This resulted in Britain staying in farming for hundreds of years. 
Beliefs 

• I know the Anglo-Saxons were Pagan and believed in many different Gods, this caused Christianity from the Romans to be abandoned. People went back to believing in the Norse 
or Celtic Gods again. 

• I know Popes sent missionaries to try to convert the Anglo-Saxons back to Christianity. Christianity developed throughout the country and became the dominant religion. It has 
been a Christian country since. 

Society 

• I know the Anglo-Saxons split Britain into 7 kingdoms. These include: Mercia, Northumbria, Essex, Wessex, Sussex, East Anglia and Kent.  

• I know the kingdoms replaced smaller Celtic tribal communities and central Roman control. 

• I know Alfred the Great thought education for boys was important. Lots of monks taught people how to read and write. This resulted in Britain becoming a centre for learning – 
monks began to write about the history of England. 

Inventions 

• I know the Anglo-Saxons brought over their own language to replace Latin. Lots of words used today come from Anglo-Saxons words, such as King and Queen. They invented the 
days of the week. 

• I know the Anglo-Saxons invented the plough to help with farming. 
Significant Events 

• I know the Vikings raided at Lindisfarne, the Anglo-Saxons saw this as a punishment for their bad, non-Christian behaviour. 
Significant People 

• I know St Augustine converted King Ethelbert of Kent to Christianity. 

• I know King Ethelbert became the first Christian King of England. 

• I know Alfred the Great stopped the Vikings taking control of Britain in the 9th Century. He also translated Latin texts into Old English. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• I know St Cuthbert was one of the only surviving monks at Lindisfarne. 

• I know The Venerable Bede was a monk who wrote famous texts about Christianity. 
 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
A.D. (Anno Domini), era/period, chronological order, thousands of years 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Consequences, effects, causes, impact, change, suggest, infer, historian, first hand evidence 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Settlers, invaders, raiders, kingdoms, Christianity, conversion, The Saxons, The Jutes, The Angles, Roman withdrawal, settlements, Danegeld, Wessex, Sussex, Essex, East Anglia, Kent, 
Mercia, Northumbria, monk, archbishop 



Year 4 – Romans 
Event Timeline 

753BC 55BC 54BC 44BC 43AD 61AD 76AD 122-128AD 350AD 401-410AD 

Rome is 
founded by 

Romulus 
according to 

legend 

Julius Caesar 
attempts his 

first invasion of 
Britain 

Julius Caesar 
attempts his 

second 
invasion of 

Britain 

Julius Caesar is 
assassinated. 

Britain is 
successfully 

invaded by the 
Romans led by 

Emperor Claudius. 

Boudicca leads 
the revolt 

against Rome 

Emperor 
Hadrian is 

Born 

Hadrian’s 
Wall is built 

on the 
Scottish 
border 

The Picts and 
Celts attack the 

border. 

The Romans 
withdraw from 

Britain. The Anglo-
Saxon migrants 
begin to settle. 

Key Knowledge 

Beliefs 

• I know the Romans believed in Gods and Goddesses for different purposes. 

• I know the Romans believed in Christianity. 

• I know they could to worship in peace in AD313 after Emperor Constantine allowed it. 

• I know Christianity began to spread across the Empire. 

• I know Christianity didn’t last in Britain with the Romans. 
Society 

• I know the Romans introduced laws.  

• I know the Romans were not allowed to be killed as a punishment. 

• I know the Twelve Tables are the earliest written collection of Roman laws. 

• I know the Romans introduced coins as currency. 

• I know coins were not common in Britain so Rome was not receiving much money in taxes. 

• I know coins became the currency for trading and remain today. 
Inventions 

• I know the Romans introduced public baths to improve public health and to provide a space for socialising. 

• I know the Romans introduced public order to unify the laws across the Empire. 

• I know the Romans introduced medicine to improve public health.  

• I know the Romans introduced aqueducts to transport safe water into towns. 

• I know the Romans introduced plumbing and sewerage to improve public health. 

• I know the Romans improved roads to enable quicker travelling and connect towns. 
Significant Events 

• I know Julius Caesar invaded Britain in 55BCE but they struggled to land and the sea wrecked their ships. He had also underestimated the Britons so they were forced to leave. 

• I know Julius Caesar invaded Britain in 54BCE they were stronger than the Britons but they had to leave after a year to protect Gaul. 

• I know Emperor Claudius led the Romans and invaded Britain in 43AD, they were successful but didn’t have full control as they had opposition from the Iceni Tribes. 

• I know that Hadrian built a wall in 122AD to protect Britain from invasions from the Picts. 

• I know Boudicca rebelled against the Romans in 61AD because the Roman Army wanted to take over the Iceni Tribe after King Prasutagus died. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Significant People 

• I know Julius Caesar was significant to the Romans because he started to invade and conquer Britain. 

• I know Emperor Claudius was significant to the Romans because he successfully invaded and conquered Britain. 

• I know Emperor Hadrian was significant to the Romans because he built the wall to protect Britain. 

• I know Boudicca was significant to the Romans because she rebelled against them. 
 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
B.C.E (Before Common Era), A.D. (Anno Domini), era/period, chronological order, thousands of years 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Consequences, effects, causes, impact, change, suggest, infer, historian, first hand evidence 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Invasion, empire, raids, Christianity, resistance, rebellion, democracy, conversions, migration, Roman withdrawal, reputation 



Year 4 – Vikings 
Event Timeline 

787 793 842 865 878 927 950 994 1000 

The first Viking 
raid 

The Vikings 
attack 

Lindisfarne 

The Viking raids 
London 

The Great 
Heathen Army 

invade. 
(Vikings attack 

the 4 Anglo-Saxon 
Kingdoms) 

The Battle of 
Edington. 

(The Anglo-Saxons 
defeated the Great 

Heathen Army) 

Athelstan unites 
the English 

Kingdoms. Treaty 
between Anglo-

Saxons and 
Vikings. 

Vikings from 
Ireland and Isle of 
Man raid the west 

coast of Wales 

Viking attack in 
London fails 

Vikings reach 
Newfound-land 

(Canada). 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I know the Vikings lived in large family groups. 

• I know the Vikings were farming communities.  

• I know the Viking families lived together in a longhouse, built from wood or stone and had a thatched roof. 
Beliefs 

• I know the Vikings told myths and legends about their gods. 

• I know the Vikings were pagans but lots of them adopted the Christian God after settling in Britain. and Christianity became the main Viking religion 
Society 

• I know the Vikings settled in Britain to farm. 

• I know the Vikings settlements used their own laws, which were mostly about owning property.  

• I know Viking laws are still used today; don’t kill others, don’t steal.  
• I know the Vikings set up ‘councils’ called Things which were like Parliament today. 

• I know the Vikings had a Chieftain, the leader of the village. 

• I know the Vikings had slaves and freemen. A Freeman could choose who they worked for unlike a slave. 
Inventions 

• I know the Vikings created longboats. They were skilled craftsmen who fished and explored. They sailed to many places around the world and set up trade routes, their designs 
were coped across the globe for centuries after. 

• I know that lots of the English language comes from Old Norse. 

• I know the Vikings used Runes for their alphabet. 
Significant Events 

• I know the Vikings invaded Britain because the British weather was warmer and land was better for farming. 

• I know the Vikings raided churches for money and jewellery. 

• I know the Vikings fought for control of Britain with the Anglo-Saxons for around 250 years. 

• I know the Vikings captured York as revenge. York became a flourishing settlement with strong trade links across the world and the second largest city in England. 
Significant People 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• I know Guthrum was King of the Vikings when they signed the treaty with the Anglo-Saxons.  
 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
B.C.E (Before Common Era), A.D. (Anno Domini), era/period, chronological order, thousands of years 
STUDY OF HISTORY 
Consequences, effects, causes, impact, change, suggest, infer, historian, first hand evidence 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Settlers, invaders, raiders, Christianity, pagan, conversion, settlements, chieftain, runes, freeman, Danelaw, longboats, longhouse, thatched, old Norse, treaty 



Year 5 – Local History (Schooling in Leeds) 
Timeline 

      

      

 

Key Knowledge 

● I know what primary sources, secondary sources and oral histories are 
● I know how to use primary and secondary sources to investigate schooling in Leeds – Now and Then 
● I know how to use oral histories to investigate schooling in Leeds – Now and then 
● I know how to determine what information I want to find out and where I can find it. 
● I know that the earliest schools in the UK was during the Roman era AD43 - 1100 
● I know that the first Grammar schools in Leeds were as early as 1341 
● I know that the first school was situated near The Calls, by the River Aire, near to Leeds City Centre 
● I know that by 1579, the school was in the New Chapel building at the head of Headingly Lane, where it remained until 1624 
● I know that education for the rich and poor was very different – boys of wealthy families went to Nursery schools (Petty schools) and moved to Grammar schools at 7 years old. 

Wealthy girls were taught by tutors. Children from poor families – families wanted them to work until various parishes built and maintained charity schools (also known as Blue 
Coat Schools or Blue Schools). 

● I know the daily school life of a child in schools/did they wear uniform/have meals at school/what did they write with 
● I know that during the 17th Century, boarding schools for wealthy girls were founded in may towns. They were taught writing, music and needlework 
● I know that there are currently nearly 300 schools in Leeds 
● I know that there are Primary, Secondary and Independent Schools 
● I know that both boys and girls study the same curriculum 
● I know what subjects children are learning in schools today 
● I know the daily school life of a child in schools today/what uniform the wear/school meals/what they write with 
● Using a variety of sources, I know that the original Brownhill school was built in 1904 and was situated on Brownhill Crescent near to Beckett Street Cemetery 
● I know that the first headmaster was called Mr Turner 
● I know that the original school was demolished and rebuilt where it is located now as it had originally been built on the site of a mine 
● I know that they had infants, juniors and seniors 
● I know what the girl’s and boy’s school amalgamated in September 1969 
● I know by using oral histories, what school was like over the years at Brownhill – what has change 
● I know how to make comparisons between schools then and schools now 
● I know how to make comparisons between Brownhill then and Brownhill now 
● I know what other information I would like to find out about schooling in Leeds – Now and Then 
● I know how and where to find out about schoolings in Leeds – Now and Then 

 



Vocabulary 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Primary sources, secondary sources, oral histories, artefacts, museums, online digital collections, archives, autobiographies, diaries, charity schools/blue coat schools, grammar schools, 

literature/Latin/Greek/Hebrew, Petty schools, Dame schools, parishes, Tutors, middle class, 16th Century, 17th Century, boarding schools, education, Primary Schools, Secondary Schools, 

Independent Schools, Infant/Junior/Seniors, girl’s School, boy’s School, amalgamated, punishment book, log book 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5 – Egyptians 
Event Timeline 

         

         

 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 
● I know where Egypt is  
● I know where the River Nile is in Egypt 
● I know the role of the River Nile and how families relied on it 
● I know the daily life of an Egyptian and how it compares to modern day 

Beliefs 
● I know that the Egyptians believed in the afterlife 
● I know the role that gods and goddesses had 
● I know about Anubis, the god of mummification 
● I know about mummification and the importance of it 
● I know about the rituals involved in mummification 
● I know about pyramids and the structure/importance 

Society 
● I know about slavery at that time 
● I know about pharaohs and the role they played 

Significant Events 
● I know about the life of Cleopatra and how she was the last Egyptian ruler before Egypt became a Roman Province 
● I know how Cleopatra and Julius Caesar were linked and how it affected the Egyptian Province 
● I know how after Julius Caesar, Cleopatra was linked to Mark Anthony, a Roman Politician,  and following this, Egypt became a Roman Province 
● I know that Ancient Egypt started in 7,500BC and ended 30BC 

Significant People 
● I know about the life of Cleopatra and how she was the last Egyptian ruler before Egypt became a Roman Province 
● I know about the life of Tutankhamun and how he was the youngest Pharoah 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Pyramids, mummification, Pharaoh, Spinyx, tombs, slavery, River Nile, Canopic jars, Sarcophagus, Cleopatra, Tutankhamun, Archaeologist, tombs, hieroglyphs, ancient, Egyptian, papyrus, 

mummy, civilisation 

 



Year 5 – Victorians 
Event Timeline 

         

         

 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 
● I know what Victorian houses looked like and how families lived 
● I know the differences between how the rich and poor lived 
● I know how industry affected where and how people lived 
● I know about workhouses 
● I know about child labour and the rights children had 
● I know about Ragged schools and the effect they had on children’s education 

Beliefs 
● I know how Christianity affected Victorian life 
● I know how Victorians responded to death 

Society 
● I know the differences between how the rich and poor lived 

Inventions 
● I know that trains were invented during the Victorian era 
● I know the impact trains had on the Victorians and their way of life 
● I know who invented trains and how they were invented 

Significant Events 
● I know that the Victorian era started in 1837 and ended in 1901 
● I can create a timeline of the key events during the Victorian era 
● I know about when the first Industrial Revolution occurred 
● I know what impact it had on everyday Victorian life and how it has impacted on today’s society 

Significant People 
● I know when Queen Victoria reigned 
● I know about her family life and what impact she had during her reign 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 
SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Victorians, Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, industrial revolution, railways, workhouse, orphan, electricity, Industrialisation, manufacturing, British Empire, coronation, 

reign, ragged schools 

 



Year 6 – Local History (Industry) 
Event Timeline 

1800 1800-1850 1851 1891 1910-1914 1914-1918 1921 1939-1945 

Start of the Industrial 
Revolution 

Expansion on Mills 
and the effects on 

local workers. 

Saltaire opens Coal pits open in 
Harehills 

Rapid expansion of 
Burton Mills 

WW1 
Burton’s supplies 
uniforms for the 

war effort 

Coal mines began to 
close. 

The Leeds munitions 
factories and the 

Barnobow disaster  

 
Vocabulary 

PASSING OF TIME  
Chronological order, era, period, AD 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I understand the need to migrate from rural life to an urban community, expanding the cities of Leeds and Bradford. 

• I understand what it was like for Victorian children living and working in the woollen mills in Leeds. I understand that experiences differed (Titus Salt / Saltaire) 
Society 

• I understand how life differed between rural and early Victorian urban life. 

• I understand the contrast in living conditions between the wealthy merchant classes and the workers, especially the children. 

• I understand that Leeds became wealthy as a result of industrialisation and colonialisation. 

• I understand the need for coal to drive the industrial revolution resulted in the establishment of several “pits” in the Gipton and Harehills area. 

• I understand that society (especially for women in Leeds) changed significantly as a result of the outbreak of WWII. 
Inventions 

• I understand how steam and electricity replaced more dangerous and less efficient equipment. 

• I understand how better transport links were required to join Leeds to major ports, such as Liverpool (canals and steam trains). These helped import materials and export goods. 
Significant Events 

• The establishment of mills in Leeds. Burton’s becomes the largest of its kind. 

• The rapid expansion of Leeds during Victorian times. 

• The opening of the first coal mines in Harehills / Gipton. 

• The destruction and diversification of key industries to support the war effort. Barnabow munitions factory  
Significant People 

• Titus Salt – mill owner and politician. 

• Montague Burton – founder of Burton’s textiles. 

• The Barnabow Lassess 



STUDY OF HISTORY 
Primary, secondary, evidence, sources, different experience, the source omits to mention, eye – witness, bias, motive, impact, legacy, change, extent, effects, significance, consequences, 

cause 

SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Industrialisation, colonialization, rural, urban, industrial revolution, migration, proprietor, hygiene, merchant, colliery, canal, import/ export, trade, infrastructure  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6 – World War II 
Event Timeline 

1914-1918 1919-1920 1933 1939 1940-1941 1942-1944 1941-1945 1944 1940-1945 1945 1945 

Outbreak of 

WW1 

The treaty of 

Versailles 

Hitler elected 

to office 

Invasion of 

Poland 

(declaration of 

war) 

The Blitz Anne Frank in 

hiding 

The Holocaust  D Day Winston 

Churchill in 

office 

VE Day VJ Day 

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I understand that Germany was economically unstable due to WWI and this caused resentment and the rise of Fascism. 

• I understand what the Blitz was and the impact on family life in the UK. 

• I understand what an evacuee was and the process of billeting and the impact that this had on family life and on the children involved.  

• I know who Anne Frank was and the conditions she endured, and the importance of her account in understanding the Holocaust. 
Beliefs 

• Rise of Far Right and Anti-Semitism in Germany, as a result of Germany’s economic conditions. 

• I understand how beliefs were influenced through the use of propaganda, and how this was used to support the war effort and to promote Fascist ideology. 

• I understand Jewish beliefs and how they are different to Christian beliefs.  
Society 

• I understand that Germany was economically unstable due to WWI and this caused resentment and the rise of Fascism. 

• There was a change of government due to growing resentment. 

• I understand how the rise of Far Right and Anti-Semitism grew in Germany due to these economic conditions. 

• I understand the covert rescuing of Jewish children (Kindertransport) to fight against the persecution of Jewish people.  
Inventions 

• I understand that war resulted in huge advances in technology, including: The Enigma machine and computing; Nuclear weapons; Nuclear power; Air travel 

• I understand the impact of these, and how they help the war effort.  
Significant Events 

• I understand that the invasion of Poland resulted in war across the world. 

• I understand what the Blitz was and the impact on family life in the UK. 

• I understand what the Holocaust was and how the Jewish community was mistreated. 

• I understand what D-Day was, what happened there and how the Germans were defeated. 
Significant People 



 

  

 

 

 

 

• I know who Hitler was and the reasons for his rise to power. 

• I know who Anne Frank was and the conditions she endured. 

• I understand that Nicholas Winton and many others showed compassion and helped save children through Kindertransport. 

• I understand how Winston Churchill helped Britain win the war. 
 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
Chronological order, era, period, AD 

STUDY OF HISTORY 
Primary, secondary, evidence, sources, different experience, the source omits to mention, eye – witness, bias, motive, impact, legacy, change, extent, effects, significance, consequences, 

cause 

SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
Blitz, WWI, WWII, alliance, homefront, morale, parliament, government, recruit, vote, stereotype, propaganda 

 



Year 6 – Mayan’s 
Event Timeline 

           

           

Key Knowledge 

Family Life 

• I understand that the Maya lived in central America along the Yucatan Peninsula.  

• Families lived in small mud huts. Women prepared corn and hot chocolate on special occasions. 

• Maya men worked in the fields and hunted. 

• I understand that Mayan families took part in religious ceremonies at 3 months for a girl and 4 months for a boy.  

• I understand that boys and girls took part in coming of age ceremonies. 

• Marriages were arranged and negotiated and took place at a young age. 
Society 

• By looking at a range of sources, I understand that the Maya lived in small city states under the leadership of a King.  

• I understand that the Maya believed in Gods and had holy men Ajaw. The Maya worshiped their Gods and offered blood as a sacrifice. 

• I understand the Mayan civilization collapsed in the 8th century due to war, drought and famine. 

• I understand the importance of sport in particular Pitz or Pok-a-Tok. 

• I understand the Mayan creation story and can compare to other creation stories. 
Inventions 

• By looking at a variety of sources, I understand how the Mayan’s invented a number system and devised the concept of zero. The Mayan’s developed a number system based on 
the number 20. 

• I understand that the Maya invented their own calendar based on studying the stars and planets and a complex system of writing. 

• I understand that the Maya were accomplished builders who lived in cities with temples and central plaza’s. 

• The Maya developed complex irrigation systems with aqueducts and cisterns to provide fresh water similar to the Romans. 
Significant Events 

• The classic period 250AD-900 Ad when the Mayan civilisation was at its peak. 
Significant People 

• Yik’in Chan K’awil Mayan king of Tikal -Builder of the Temple of the great Jaguar. 
 



 

  

 

 

Vocabulary 
PASSING OF TIME  
Chronological order, era, period, AD 

STUDY OF HISTORY 
Primary, secondary, evidence, sources, different experience, the source omits to mention, eye – witness, bias, motive, impact, legacy, change, extent, effects, significance, consequences, 

cause 

SPECIFIC VOCABULARY 
The Maya, Yucatan, Mesoamerica, Ajaw- Mayan Holy man, Pok-a-Tok, maize, hieroglyphics, codices, stele, deforestation, drought, aqueducts, cisterns, conquistadors 

 


